
Dynamic Sanitisation Certificate
Trax Print in conjunction with Zoono are here to protect you 

against COVID-19

Zoono, the company that produce the amazing microbe shield that protects 
surfaces against the COVID-19 virus for up to 30 days, has engaged with Trax 

Print to develop a dynamic sanitisation certificate.

This location specific certificate, created on the first treatment engages a 
dynamic QR code. This code when scanned by any QR code scanner from a 
mobile device will show anyone the number of days left of Zoono protection.

When the cleaners come in to recoat the surfaces with the microbe shield, they 
scan the certificate with their customised Liquigenic-Zoono-Trax app, validate 

their details and the dynamic QR code is reset for another 28 days.

When the QR code is scanned it will open the Trax 
Sanitise website and instantly show 
• The verified location 
• How many days of protection are left
• A detailed list of all cleans and audits for the location
This gives any person peace of mind that they can 
enter knowing that the COVID virus is not present on 
any surface.

This dynamic certificate is perfect for but not limited to

• Hospitality
• Entertainment industry
• Retail outlets
• Accommodation

• Education
• Transport
• Healthcare



Benefits of a Dynamic Sanitisation Certificate

Accountability will be a major factor moving forward, and giving the ability for a 
clients site to prove that there has been periodic sanitisation and protection, 

that cant be changed or forged will assist with any litigation that may eventuate 
in the future. 

Site owner / manager is 
emailed with a detailed report

The report on the left with a 
complete history of cleaner 
sanitization is instantly sent to 
the site via email as soon as the 
cleaner scans the Trax QR code.

Request a clean with the click 
of a link

Site owners can instantly request 
a site, or a room in a site to be 
cleaned by simply clicking a link 
on their Dashboard.

Multi-location sites

Sites that have multiple locations, 
like hotels or hospitals can see 
immediately what rooms or areas 
are close to needing a treatment 
with Zoono. If a certificate for a
specific area is damaged, the site
owner can reprint a new one.

Cleaner security

Cleaner accounts on the Trax 
Print or Trax Print powered app 
can only be used on one device. 
This will prevent other people 
using the same account to fake 
scan certificates without 
performing the treatment


